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How the Royal Navy is Preparing for
Cyber Resilience
Cdr Adrian ‘Tel’ Venables RNR

Introduction – Adrian Venables
• 24 years service in Royal Navy
– Communications, Electronic Warfare and Intelligence
officer

• Commander, Royal Naval Reserve
– Communications, Intelligence and Cyber Operations

• Self employed cyber security consultant
– Government and industry clients

• Security researcher at Lancaster University, UK
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The Maritime Cyber Environment

Maritime
Environment

Maritime
Cyberspace

Cyberspace

Components of Maritime Cyberspace
•
•
•
•

Satellite provided Position, Navigation and Time (PNT)
IP networks, internal and external (Internet)
Integrated Platform Management Systems (IPMS)
Electronic charting, radar & manoeuvring systems
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Components of Maritime Cyberspace
•
•
•
•

Automatic Identification System (AIS)
Computer monitored radar controlled areas
Computer aided meteorological forecasts
Cellular phone networks in coastal areas

Components of Maritime Cyberspace
•
•
•
•

Voyage Data Recorders (VDR)
Automated port & offshore structure installations
Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS)
Radio Data Communications (HF E-mail)
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Components of Maritime Cyberspace
•
•
•
•

Maritime logistics, administration and crew welfare support
Cargo management systems
Physical access control systems, including CCTV & alarms
Trans oceanographic cables (Critical National Infrastructure)

Cyber Situational Awareness - devices
• Over time new networks and devices will
‘magically’ appear – are they essential or
resilient?
– Who owns and is responsible for them?

• Shipping company devices and networks
• Industry systems (navigation, engineering)
• Private devices (laptops, tablets, phones)
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Cyber Situational Awareness - networks
• Connectivity (wired, wireless, satellite, mobile, RF)
• Link between internal and external networks
–
–
–
–
–

Where are the borders?
Subnets?
Air gapped networks?
Internet access?
Network monitoring (printers)

• Patch state?
• Anti virus?
• Firewalls?

Cyber situational awareness – data types
• Company data – resilience vital
– Intellectual Property
– Commercially valuable

• Personnel data – resilience important
– Legal requirement to protect
– Data trusted by ship’s company

• Personal data – perhaps not so
– Legal requirement to monitor usage
– Illegal content / copyrighted material / data usage
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Cyber security in the maritime environment
• The threat
• Insider threat
•

Unintentional or malicious

• External
•

Casual or targeted (Shodan)

• Countermeasures
• Preparedness
• Awareness
• Training

Cyber security in the maritime environment
• The maritime community should not be platform
centric and detached from cyberspace, but regarded
as an integral part of it with the same security issues
• Ship refit and software refit cycles will be different
– Software aging and possible hardware upgrades too

• What are the risks of increased automation
– Who are the cyber security experts onboard when at sea?
– Can the ship operate ‘manually’?

• Is the shore and logistics infrastructure secure?
– Cyber pirates have already targeted shore systems
– Attackers will always find your weak point
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Cyber security in the maritime environment
• Particular risks to be aware of……
–
–
–
–
–
–

Use of COTS products
Open architectures
Industry standard protocols
Commonly used Operating Systems and software
Unauthorised hardware on networks
Crew turnover – who has what access?
• Passwords for systems and networks

– Who owns the system and is qualified in security
• USB sticks, loading and updating software and anti virus

Drawing on best practice
•
•
•
•

Be Cyber Aware At Sea
BIMCO
National Cyber Security Centre
Commercial training Providers
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Be Cyber Aware At Sea

BIMCO Cyber security awareness

From Guidelines on Cyber Security Onboard Ships - BIMCO
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UK National Cyber Security Centre
• Part of GCHQ but based in London
• Commenced operations on 1 Oct 16
• Acts as a bridge between industry and
government to provide advice and support on
cyber security, and the management of cyber
security incidents.
• Their vision is to help make the UK the safest
place to live and do business online
• www.ncsc.gov.uk, Twitter @ncsc

UK National Cyber Security Centre
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Commercial training providers
• Cyber security training for all personnel vital
• Example: Cybsafe (https://cybsafe.com)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designed to optimise behaviour change
Modular
Intuitive & Interactive
Multilingual
Customisable
Scalable
Online & offline versions
Simulates cyber attacks
Analytics to identify common weak areas
Regularly updated to reflect new threats

Cyber resilience in the Royal Navy
• Deployment of Cyber Protection Teams
– Level 1, Respond – onboard Cyber Protection Team
– Level 2, Detect – shore and onboard monitoring
– Level 3, Protect – shore based monitoring and
response
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Cyber Protection Teams
• Level 1 – onboard team
– Undertake limited additional training
– Concentrate on basics
– Provides minimum protection for all units
– Conducts onboard cyber hygiene
– Sets baseline for good behaviour
– First responders to incident
– Conduct immediate action to limit effects
– Basic forensic collection

Cyber Protection Teams
• Level 2 – onboard larger vessels & ashore
– Undertakes specialist training
– Builds on Level 1 protection
– Provides enhanced level of protection through
active network monitoring
– Role is to detect an attack before compromise
– Receives and responds to threat intelligence
• Geographic threat actor Intent/Capability/Opportunity
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Risk & Threat Intelligence
• Intent – who will attack you?
– Who is your adversary?

• Capability – how will they attack you?
– What are your weaknesses and their strengths?

• Opportunity – when will they attack you?
– When you least expect it!

Cyber Protection Teams
• Level 3 – provides shore based support
– Cyber security professions
– Predominantly shore based support L1 & L2 teams
– Provides specialist direction and guidance
– Based in Cyber Defence Operations Centre
– Provides remote monitoring of some systems
– Intention is to make them deployable to augment
L1 and L2 teams when needed
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Cyber resilience in the Royal Navy
• CPTs Increase preparedness
– Incidents will occur; expect and be ready for them

• Identify and implement protection measures
• Manage users to limit access to systems
• Grade data and protect accordingly
– Personal vs Official data

• Limit authorisation of administrator privileges
– Particularly of maintainers / contractors

• Monitor communication channels

Cyber resilience in the Royal Navy
• Control
– Control of ports, protocols and services
– Regular review of firewall, routers & switch
configurations
– Subnetting to segment networks

• Email scanning
– Block webmail & force use to scanned systems?

• External web browsing – allow or not?
• Block java, javascript, flash player, macros?
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Cyber resilience in the Royal Navy
• Talent spotting
– Look for hidden talent that you already have

• Some of the best experts may come from
unexpected sources
– Chefs
– Seamen

• May also be your greatest threat though……

Contingency plans
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workshop scenarios and contingency plans
List possible incidents and reactions
Understand when to call for external support
Test incident procedure and recovery
Have a clear decision making structure
Contingency plans to be available on nonelectronic form
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Contingency plans
• Priority of contingency plan
– Disabling or manipulation of navigation systems
– Disabling or manipulation of ICS for propulsion,
auxiliary or other critical systems
– Test to ensure integrity of data if compromised
suspected
– Ransomware recovery
procedures

Response plan
• Identify incident
• Define objective of response & investigation
• Take action to address incident
– Identify affected systems
– Alert relevant personnel
– Should systems be shut down or kept running
– Should communications links be shut down
– Should pre-installed security software be activated

• Recover systems, data and connectivity
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Recovery plan
• Plans should be accessible (not on a computer)
• Purpose and scope should be understood
– Internal and external personnel

• Backup and configuration data to be available
• Prioritise order of recovery
• Does external shore support
need to be requested?

Post incident investigation
• Post incident investigation is a valuable
exercise
– Threats can be better understood
– Identify vulnerabilities and means of exploitation
– Update procedures to prevent reoccurrence
– Identifies what went right and wrong during
response
– Experience can be shared within industry

• Investigation may require external assistance
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Thank you for listening.

https://www.stickermule.com/marketplace/3442-there-is-no-cloud

Adrian Venables. e-mail: tel.Venables@royalnavymail.mod.uk
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